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NEW QUESTION: 1
________ financing is capital provided for a company that
expects to go public within a year or so.
A. Second-stage
B. First-stage

C. Mezzanine
D. Leveraged-buyout
E. Third-stage
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
There are three stages of "expansion financing":
1. Second-stage financing. This capital is used for initial
expansion of a company that has already been selling a product.
2. Third-stage financing. Capital provided to fund major
expansion.
3. Mezzanine (bridge) financing. Capital provided for a company
that expects to go public within a year or so.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company's Director of information Security wants a daily
email report from AWS that contains recommendations for each
company account to meet AWS Security best practices Which
solution would meet these requirements?
A. Configure Amazon GuardDuty in a master account and invite
all other accounts to be managed by the master account Use
GuardDuty's integration with Amazon SNS to report on findings
B. in every AWS account, configure AWS Lambda to query me AWS
Support API tor AWS Trusted Advisor security checks Send the
results from Lambda to an Amazon SNS topic to send reports.
C. Use AWS Artifact's prebuilt reports and subscriptions
Subscribe the Director of Information Security to the reports
by adding the Director as the security alternate contact tor
each account
D. Use Amazon Athena and Amazon QuickSight to build reports off
of AWS CloudTrail Create a daily Amazon CloudWatch trigger to
run the report dally and email It using Amazon SNS
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two features of Oracle Access Management Mobile and
Social are supported only when it is integrated with Oracle
Adaptive Access Manager?
A. ability to uniquely identify connecting mobile devices
(device fingerprinting)
B. JWT token support for authentication and authorization
C. multi-step authentication (knowledge-based authentication
and one-time password support)
D. relying party support for Internet-based Identity Provides
(Facebook, Google, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Yahoo)
E. basic (limited) device security checks during device
registration and access requests
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are the minimum components of a user interface (UI) action
set?
A. Two actions and one event
B. One action and one condition
C. One action, one event, and one condition
D. One action and one event
Answer: C
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